See - Think - Wonder

Describe
Interpret
Wonder
Zoom In
Observe
Interpret
Build Hypotheses
Chalk Talk

Access Prior Knowledge

Question
Compass Points

Make Decisions

Plan

Uncover Personal Reactions
The 4 C’s

Make Connections
Identify Key Concepts
Raise Questions
Consider Implications
Headlines

Summarize
Tug-of-War

Consider Perspectives
Reason
Identify Complexities
3-2-1 Bridge

Activate Prior Knowledge

Question

Make Connections
Think-Puzzle-Explore

Activate Prior Knowledge

Wonder

Plan
Summarize
Capture the Heart
Connect  
Extend  
Challenge

Make Connections  
Form New Ideas  
Raise Questions
I Used to Think...  
Now I Think

Provide Reflection
CSI: Summarize

Think With Metaphors

Color Symbol Image
Explanation Game

Observe Details
Build Explanations
Step Inside

Consider Perspectives
Circle of Viewpoints

Consider Multiple Perspectives
Red Light, Yellow Light

Identify Bias
Raise Questions
Generate - Sort
Connect - Elaborate

Organize
and
Connect Ideas